
Pines Picks is the ultimate New York 
City restaurant guide for families. 

And it was written by a sixth grader
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THIS BOOK IS FOR:

New York City families

Families Visiting New York 

Kids
Parents with Young Kids

Foodies Who Want a  
Different Perspective on 

New York Restaurants

Pines Picks: A Kid’s Guide To the Best Things to Eat and Drink in New York City, was written by a kid, but not 

the kind of kid who only orders chicken fingers and burgers. This kid describes the childish joy of slurping 

marinara up through your Bucatini pasta and wonders aloud the age-old question: Why are egg creams called 

egg creams when they include neither eggs nor cream? 

The book bridges the divide between parents who want a culinary adventure and kids in danger of being 

reprimanded for never trying something new or sitting hungrily before a plate of something inedible and 

strange. For kids, these are recommendations from one of their own. For parents, they are recommendations 

for a kid who really knows the New York restaurant scene. 

Pines Picks lists restaurants by food groups such as breakfast foods and international foods and then identifies 

the author’s favorite dishes in that category: grilled cheese from The Melt Shop; Pad Thai from Galanga. And 

David’s gift at describing the buttery, the crisp and the succulent will make you want to try them all. 

About David Pines
David Pines is a sports enthusiast, a Yankees fan, and a serious sixth grade foodie. A New  

York native raised by two busy professionals, he’s probably eaten at more restaurants than 

many adults and he knows the difference between a delicate, sweet pork bun and a bulky, 

flavorless one. Fortunately, he’s willing to share that insight in a way that other kids can 

trust. David calls it like he sees it. If a restaurant gives him chilly treatment because  

he’s a kid, he’ll say so along with giving kudos to his favorite sushi chef who lets him try  

different dishes. When he’s not eating or at school, David is playing tennis or soccer,  

skiing or swimming, or playing video games. 
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